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At ING DIRECT, our aim is to help
Australians make the best financial
decisions for each stage in life by offering
simple, fair and transparent products and
making it easy for customers to bank
with us.
Let’s face it, managing finances is not an
enjoyable task for many people, but it
is a necessity – and something that can
strongly impact quality of life.
It’s been promising to see from
our Financial Wellbeing Index, that
Australians’ comfort levels with their
personal finances are at a high and the
trend for saving and paying down debt
continues. In addition, Australians are
focused on accumulating an emergency
savings buffer to increase their financial
security and peace of mind.

“It’s promising to see
from our financial
wellbeing index, that
Australians’ comfort
levels with their personal
finances are at a high
and the trend for saving
and paying down
continues”.

We know that competition drives positive
change and to this end ING DIRECT
launched Living Super in 2012, the
country’s first superannuation Balanced
fund available to all Australians with no
administration or management fees.
Considering the 20 billion dollars that
Australians paid in superannuation
fees last year, this is an important step
towards giving Australians control of their
financial futures.
ING DIRECT performed well in 2012
amidst challenging market conditions,
generating an annual net profit of $276.2
million - down 9% on 2011. An easing
in funding costs over the second half of
2012 allowed us to deliver on our fair
value promise to customers by reducing
rates for retail variable mortgages a full
quarter of a per cent in both October
and December.
Our strategy is to become the primary
bank for our customers, which we will
achieve through being truly customer
centric, driving operational excellence
and being a great employer.
Employees are at the heart of supporting
our customers in making the right
financial decisions. Key highlights
from 2012 include an increase in staff
engagement and achieving the highest
ranking for Net Promoter Score (a net
measure of the proportion of customers
likely to recommend their financial
institution) of all banks in Australia
(as measured by the Nielsen Financial
Services Monitor).
We understand that our business thrives
on healthy communities and we want
to play an active role in promoting
positive social change. Our community

partnerships with Cerebral Palsy Alliance,
United Way, the National Centre of
Indigenous Excellence and the School
for Social Entrepreneurs centre around
realising the potential of young people.
It is promising to see such dedication
from our employees in this regard, as
demonstrated by a 71% increase in
employee fundraising and a 22 % increase
in volunteering in 2012 (since 2011).
We have made progress in managing
our environmental footprint, reducing
our internal paper usage by 26% since
2010 and almost reaching our 2015
target. Despite decreases in energy use
throughout many areas of our business,
energy usage continues to be a challenge
with data centre usage rising due to
increased demand for online functionality
and data storage. However, we do expect
to see progress through infrastructure
optimisation and will continue to balance
our environmental responsibility together
with the needs of our customers.
Following a successful 2012, reinforcing
ING DIRECT’s position as a real
alternative to the “Big 4” banks in
Australia, ING DIRECT Australia is
well-positioned for strong, sustainable
performance in 2013.
In the longer term, we’ll continue to
build customer advocacy and improve
satisfaction by delivering an exceptional
customer experience, and providing
banking services anytime, anywhere,
via the internet, our Australian call
centres and, increasingly, mobile. We’ll
remain focused on driving employee
engagement by further embedding our
bold and different culture where our
staff feel empowered to learn, grow,
contribute and make a difference.
ING DIRECT is dedicated to making an
even greater positive impact in society
through deepening our connections in
the community, striving towards
our environmental targets and helping
Australians take control of their
finances through simple, fair and
transparent banking.

Vaughn Richtor,
CEO ING DIRECT
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“Our commitment to sustainability focuses on the shared value
we can create for both society and ING DIRECT by balancing
social, environmental and economic considerations in
managing our business.”

Sustainability is about meeting the needs
of today without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their
own needs. It is the capacity to endure.
For our business, to have this capacity we
need to think about the bigger picture
and look after what makes our business
thrive - our people and customers, the
community and environment. Not only
is this the right thing to do, but it makes
business sense.

As such, ING DIRECT’s commitment
to sustainability focuses on these four
strategic pillars:
Community – maximising our positive
impact as a business in the broader
community
Environment – minimising our
environmental footprint
People – being a top employer
Customers – treating our customers
fairly and doing business responsibly
and transparently.

All data relates to the period from January 2012 to December 2012. Environmental
data relates to ING DIRECT’s two main operational sites – Sydney and Tuggerah in
New South Wales, Australia. Energy usage includes our data centre at Ryde NSW.
All other data includes all offices Australia-wide.
We were guided by the GRI’s principles on defining report content in the Financial
Services Sector Supplement version G3 throughout the preparation of this report.

For questions regarding this report, please contact sustainability@ingdirect.com.au
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We value the opinions of our stakeholders and rely on their insights to help shape our sustainability reporting and strategy.
Regular communications are provided throughout all areas of the business, including to our CEO and Board of Directors.
To help with the compilation of our first Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) aligned report, our Impact Hub, and other key personnel
throughout the business, conducted a materiality assessment using the GRI’s materiality model, so that we could best understand
and prioritise the expectations of our various stakeholders.

Stakeholder

How we engaged

Most important expectations

Customers

Customer research, social media, web chat, post call
surveys and focus groups

Efficient and effective customer service

Employees

Annual engagement survey, company forums, bi-annual
performance reviews, internal communications and
working groups

Remaining competitive on rates
Career opportunities and leadership
development
Consultation regarding workplace changes
Focus on culture
Compliance with laws and regulations

Government
& Regulators

Regular meetings and communications with APRA, ASIC,
Treasury and the Reserve Bank

Consumer protection
Regulatory compliance
Superannuation activism

ING Group

Regular and ongoing contact and reporting at senior
executive and management levels, annual planning,
review and objective setting

Board

Regular board meetings with CEO and senior
management

Sustainable shareholder value
Alignment to strategy (customer centricity,
operational excellence, top employer)
Adherence to all prudential and legal
requirements
Alignment with vision and strategy
Minimise risk

Ratings Agencies

Annual review of ING DIRECT’s business, regular
meetings between our Treasury and Ratings Agencies
for residential mortgage-backed securities deals

Third Party

Broker roadshow, focus groups, internal & external
surveys, independent reports, broker & aggregator
partner programs, regular meetings

Media

Broader
community

Meetings, direct communications and briefings,
electronically through our digital newsroom and press
releases
ING DIRECT’s Community Impact program (including
regular meetings with partners, community grants and
volunteering), research with non-customers, media
coverage.

Greater focus on deposit funding
Investment grade assets
Great brand and products
Fair, easy and simple product policies
and relationships
Improved service experience
Alternative industry voice to the major banks
Transparency for consumers
Education regarding complex financial issues
Financial literacy
Cost of living and interest rates
Contribute to society, including reducing our
environmental footprint and giving back to
the community.
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:

ING DIRECT (the trading name of ING Bank (Australia)
Limited) is the world’s leading direct savings bank and is
wholly owned by ING Groep NV.
Launched in 1999, ING DIRECT pioneered branchless
banking in this country and quickly grew to become
Australia’s 5th largest mortgage lender.
We have achieved this by delivering what our customers
have asked for: simple, straightforward, and good value
financial products. By doing business online and over the
phone, we keep our overheads low and pass the savings
onto our customers.
Our simple approach is part of the reason ING DIRECT is
such a success story. From a zero base, we now have more
than 1.4 million customers with $26 billion in deposits, $38
billion in mortgages and $3.3 billion in commercial loans.
ING DIRECT serves personal, business and commercial
customers across Australia. The bank has three operating
divisions: Mortgages, Savings (including savings from
Superannuation) and Commercial Loans.
We are headquartered in Sydney and operate a 24 hour
contact centre in Tuggerah NSW, with smaller regional
offices in Brisbane, Canberra, Melbourne and Perth.

Our products
Savings

A choice between at-call high
interest savings accounts or Term
Deposit accounts.

Everyday

The Orange Everyday account
provides customers with a Visa Debit
Card and allows them to take control
of their money with no monthly
account keeping fees and
no everyday fees.

Home Loans

Customers can choose between a
fixed or variable interest rate, with
variable options including redraw,
a 100% offset facility and Lines
of Credit

Super &
Retirement

Living Super is a product designed
for every stage of life with Super,
Transition to Retirement and Pension
accounts available.

Business

Products include business variable
savings account, business term
deposits, middle market term
deposits, priority commercial
mortgages and commercial
property finance.

ING DIRECT pioneered branchless
banking in Australia with the introduction of our
high interest Savings Maximiser account and simple
and straightforward home loans
We shook up transactional banking with
Orange Everyday – an account with no monthly account
keeping fees and no ATM fees when you withdraw over $200.
The launch of Living Super, Australia’s first Balanced
superannuation fund with no administration or management fees.

ING Bank (Australia) Limited holds an
Australian Banking licence and our operations
are regulated by the Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority (APRA).

Total assets $49.8 billion, Total liabilities $46.6 billion,
Total equity $3.2 billion

Direct Economic Value Generated
and Distributed by ING DIRECT
Direct economic value generated
Revenues (Net Income)

$’000
603,986

Economic value distributed
Operating costs (excluding employment
expenses)

-102,490

Employee wages and benefits

-106,158

Payments to providers of capital*
Payments to government (gross taxes)
Economic value retained**

0
-119,149
276,189

Calculations of direct economic value generated and distributed are
derived using the GRI methodology.
* ING DIRECT does not pay dividends. Interest expenses are included in
Net Income
** Please refer to ING DIRECT’s Annual Report for full financial disclosure.
Community Investment is outlined in the community section of the
sustainability report. It is not included in economic value retained as it is a
combination of grants made from the ING Foundation, direct contributions
from ING DIRECT and volunteer time, some of which is already included in
our operating costs.
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Our customers
Our Goal

Our Action

Continue to place the customer at the core
of our business and maintain our leadership
position in customer satisfaction.

ING DIRECT leads the market in terms of customer advocacy and is the
only bank with a positive Net Promoter Score - the likelihood of customers
to recommend our products or services to their family or friends
(Nielsen Financial Services Monitor).

Continue to innovate and offer simple and
straight forward products that are easy to
understand and offer market leading value
for money.

ING DIRECT launched Living Super, Australia’s first Balanced superannuation
fund with no administration or management fees. We also rewarded existing
customers with 5% cash back on every contactless transaction under $100 until
June 2013 through our Wave & Save campaign.

Listen and respond to the needs of our
customers and continuously improve their
accessibility and experience with us.

In 2012, 241 staff undertook customer excellence training, and 92% of all
employees indicated they believe ING DIRECT is committed to customer
excellence. A new mobile app was launched in 2012, with a new version
due in 2013.

Challenge the Australian retail banking
sector and advocate on behalf of
consumers for fairness and value.

Living Super challenged the superannuation industry by being the first
fund available with no administration or management fees. ING DIRECT’s
Financial Wellbeing Index provides insights to policymakers and media
regarding the true plight of Australian households.

Continue to investigate socially and
environmentally friendly customer
initiatives.

ING DIRECT laid the foundation for a new crowd-funding platform,
called Dreamstarter, to support budding social entrepreneurs.

Our people
Our Goal

Our Action

Grow our engagement score and
benchmark ourselves in the marketplace
against other companies.

Our staff engagement score grew by 1% in 2012.We participated in the
Great Place to Work survey and will continue to benchmark ourselves in
2013 with ING Group’s top employer dashboard.

Focus on our culture and capabilities to
ensure we remain a top employer.

In 2012 we conducted a project to identify focus areas on which to enhance
our performance and build on our culture. 77% of employees said
they would recommend friends or family to work at ING DIRECT

Continue to build a high performance
workforce with a focus on accountability
and ownership

In addition to existing internal & external training, in 2012 we introduced a
mid-level leader development program. This resulted in an 11% increase in
mid-level and senior leaders developed in 2012. Accountability and ownership
will continue to be a focus in 2013.

Devise a diversity & inclusion approach for
the business

A working group was established to review data and compile baseline
indicators. A diversity and inclusion statement and approach has been
approved by ING DIRECT’s Board of Directors. A project plan has been
developed for 2013 to launch our approach to the business.

Improve our community partners’ access
to our business and skills whilst linking to
professional development opportunities

We provided many opportunities for our employees to use their skills for
the benefit of our community and professional development.
Please see the community section for an overview of our activities.

Achieved	In progress	Not achieved
Sustainability report 2012
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In the community
Our Goal

Our Action

Increase the number of staff participating
in strategic, skilled and team volunteering
with our community partners - in particular
providing more opportunities for Tuggerah
employees.

We increased the number of unique volunteers by 43% and volunteer hours
by 22%. The number of volunteers in Tuggerah increased by 56%.

Increase engagement of staff in workplace
giving, with a greater number of
participating staff and increased
donation levels.

The level of giving through workplace giving increased by 44%. However,
despite efforts to increase uptake in this form of fundraising, the percentage
of people taking part in this level of fundraising decreased by 2%.

Increase the profile of our community
partners with our staff internally.

Our partners engaged with staff through multiple opportunities such as
events, video, volunteering and regular updates. This is demonstrated
through a fantastic 71% increase in fundraising for our partners and 85% of
employees feeling encouraged to participate in our sustainability initiatives.

Provide opportunities for our community
partners to benefit from ING DIRECT as
a partner.

We continued to work with our partners for maximum community benefit. In
addition to launching a broader skilled volunteering program, we provided
access to our internal training programs, media assistance, work experience
opportunities and use of our facilities.

Environmental responsibility
Our Goal

Continue to work on our agreed 2015
targets for power reduction and paper
usage: in 2012 reduce energy emissions
by at least 5% and paper emissions by at
least 15% on 2010 usage.

Our Action
We easily achieved our paper reduction target by reducing our emissions by
26% on our 2010 baseline.

Our energy reduction target is proving a challenge. Our overall electricity
usage remains 2% lower than our 2010 baseline, but this fell short of our 5%
target and is a slight increase from our 2011 usage.

Build capacity for internal carbon
reporting, increase frequency of reporting
to employees and improve our online
functionality internally.

We now have the capacity to report on each site/floors paper and energy
increase or reduction and this will be reported to the business each quarter
in 2013. We moved our transactional human resource processes from paper
form to online.

Look at opportunities to reduce paper
communication with customers.

Over 26,312 customers switched to eStatements in 2012.

Introduce environmental volunteering
opportunities with employees.

Our Green Lions and other employees took part in an environmental
volunteering day at Bradley’s Head with Landcare. More opportunities
will be available in 2013.

Increase engagement and effectiveness of
the Green Lions through regular campaigns
and communications.

The Green Lions were provided training and executed three environmental
campaigns throughout the year.

Unless otherwise stated, all figures are compared with 2011 data

Achieved	In progress	Not achieved
Sustainability report 2012
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We believe Australians deserve a better way of banking;
ING DIRECT exists to make this a reality by constantly
looking for better ways to make it easy for our customers
to be in control of their money. Being branchless means
customers don’t pay for things they don’t want.
Instead we pass on savings via consistently great rates,
and no/low fees.

(Willingness to recommend a bank
to friends and family)

ING DIRECT’s customers are extremely satisfied with the
bank’s products and services. This is demonstrated
through the highest customer advocacy of all banks in
2012 and numerous awards from industry peers and, most
importantly, customers.
Looking beyond financial services, ING DIRECT has one
of the country’s strongest reputations and is the highest
ranked financial institution based on a list of Australia’s
60 biggest brands (AMR interactive, RepTrak 2012).

Awards
Over the course of 2012 several awards recognised
ING DIRECT as the most preferred bank across all
Australian banks.

These include:
• Best Direct Bank and Best Term Deposits as voted by
25,000 banking customers as part of the 2012 Mozo
People’s Choice Awards. Orange Everyday also won
Best Bank Account and Best Debit Card.

Customer feedback
Although our customers are extremely satisfied with ING
DIRECT, we realise there is always room for improvement.
Our customer centricity team reviews customer feedback
and prioritises the things that matter most. In 2012 we
implemented the following to make things even easier for
our customers:

• Voted Best Bank by ProductReview.com.au
(Nov 2012).
• Money magazine’s Best of the Best 2013 for
Lowest-Cost Default Super Fund and Lowest-Cost
Default Pension Fund for ING DIRECT Living Super
• Best First Home Buyer Lender 2012 – Australian
Lending Awards

• Our customers told us they wanted their money to work
hard for them, so we introduced our Wave & Save offer
that gives 5% discount on purchases under $100 until
June 2013.
• Customers want to contact us when it suits them,
so we have an Australian based contact centre
that is open 24x7.
• Customers told us that superannuation was confusing
and they were paying excessive fees, so we introduced
Australia’s first super balanced fund with no admin
or management fees.
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Bringing competition and value
to the Australian marketplace

ING DIRECT prides itself on bringing
competition and value to the Australian
marketplace by offering a range of
low fee, simple and fair value products
made available through online and
third party channels. Since launching in
Australia in 1999, ING DIRECT is
still viewed as a challenger brand, as
it continues to offer a unique
proposition and experience to that
of the big four banks.
Last year saw ING DIRECT continue
its history of revolutionising the retail
banking space by venturing into
superannuation, a new product category,
with the launch of Living Super.

Living Super is the first Balanced
superannuation fund available to all
Australians with no administration or
management fees.
The product was met with great support
from the media and government – which
was testament to the ING DIRECT product
and business model. It was later awarded
Money Magazine’s Best of the Best 2013
for Lowest-Cost Default Super Fund and
Lowest-Cost Default Pension Fund.
Naturally, interest rates remain a great
concern for our customers and the
general Australian public. At the end
of 2012, when the major banks passed
on only part of the RBA’s interest rate

reduction in October and December,
ING DIRECT reduced its variable interest
rates by the full 25 basis points. This
decision was made based on various
factors beyond the RBA’s official cash
rate change, however, ING DIRECT’s
funding position allowed it to do so for
the benefit of its 140,000 mortgage
customers.
ING DIRECT also continued its strong
position as a high interest savings bank,
growing its portfolio by 10%. This
was backed up by a range of offers to
encourage new and existing customers to
save including a loyalty bonus and special
welcome rate.

Improvements in ING DIRECT’s
third party distribution model
Without branches, our third party brokers and advisers are ING DIRECT’s
network. Over 90% of ING DIRECT mortgage production is generated
via intermediaries, highlighting the importance of third parties to the
success of our business model.
We are fully committed to our third parties – they are integral to
delivering our products and services to our end customers. This is
evident in our strong relationships with our partners, as well as the
number of enhancements we have delivered to this channel in 2012. We
listen to our broker and adviser partners, take their feedback on board
and have acted accordingly by initiating several new projects including a
new Broker Partner Program.
In the 2012 Third Party Banking Report undertaken by The Adviser,
ING DIRECT was ranked Non Major Bank of the Year. As well as being
ranked first overall across its competitive set, ING DIRECT was also
ranked first in 11 out of all 17 categories including: broker interaction
and communication, turnaround times and product range.

Technology & Innovation
97% of our customers’ contact and transactions
with us are unassisted (via web and increasingly,
mobile). Thankfully, ING DIRECT doesn’t have
the longer term legacy issues of some of the
branch banks and we are always striving to
exceed customer expectations in this area.

whereby we can clone a full copy of the bank
(and all its systems) in ten minutes rather than
3 months. This enables greater flexibility to test
new innovations which is ultimately a win for
the customer through efficiencies in product
development and delivery.

ING DIRECT was awarded a global NetApp 2012
Innovation Award for its ‘Bank in a Box’ concept.
Bank in a Box is a ground-breaking project
which was invented by ING DIRECT’s tech team,

In recognition of ING DIRECT’s online
capabilities, Andrew Henderson, ING DIRECT’s
Chief Information Officer, was recognised as
CIO of the year in 2012 (AB&F awards).

Andrew Henderson,
Chief Information Officer
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ING DIRECT believes it is our responsibility to assist in
better money management. Financial decisions influence
every aspect of life – from education, career and business
endeavours to family life across generations. We want our
customers to be armed with sufficient knowledge to
manage their money well.

In addition to our focus on simple, fair and transparent
products, we also advocate and educate on financial matters
through a range of vehicles such as our corporate blog
and the ING DIRECT Financial Wellbeing index.

The ING DIRECT Financial Wellbeing
Index rates household comfort levels
across the six key aspects of personal
financial wellbeing (short and long term
debt, savings, investments, household
income and ability to meet bills).
Through the Index, ING DIRECT gains
a thorough insight into consumers’
financial concerns and comforts. Each
quarter, we see changes and trends
which often reflect other economic data.
Headed by CEO Vaughn Richtor, the
blog is designed as a platform to
help us connect with and educate
our staff and customers. Content
is focused on building Australians’
knowledge and understanding
of financial management, and
encouraging them to take control of
their finances through practical tips
and suggestions.
Our leadership team and product
experts regularly lend their expertise
by discussing financial ‘hot topics’
and addressing issues which may
impact consumer financial habits.
Recent examples include the specific
challenges faced by women in
growing a superannuation fund; the
importance of creating a savings
buffer for financial piece of mind,
and how the rise of the ‘cashless
society’ can influence our spending
& saving habits.

The Index is a key educational tool
for Australians that highlight some of
the financial issues which impact the
financial wellbeing of households.
Outcomes of each survey are
communicated to media and also shared
among our third party mortgage brokers
and financial planners. By sharing this
information we are raising awareness
of potential ‘black spots’ and positive
opportunities which could improve the
financial literacy of consumers.

Three key issues the Index found in
2012 were:
• Income: one in four Australians were
living on less than they were a year
earlier but were also remarkably
resourceful when it comes to
managing financial wellbeing.
Households undertook a wide range
of steps to boost their income with
almost one in ten selling personal
items to raise extra cash.
• Superannuation: only 26% of
households understood how their
super is being invested. Even fewer,
23%, are confident their super will
provide for a comfortable retirement.
• Reducing debt: financial wellbeing
improved towards the end of the
year, attributed to ongoing efforts
by Australian households to reduce
debt and increase personal savings.
Almost one in two (47%) households
with a mortgage were ahead with
their loan repayments and 63% of
credit card holders are paying their
card balance off in full each month.
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At ING DIRECT we strive to go beyond
the requirements of basic compliance
with consumer protection and financial
regulation by offering simple, fair and
transparent products. We have a strong
focus on customer suitability, which
aims to support people to make sound
financial decisions - often among the
most important ones in their lives.
Globally, ING has defined a set of
customer rules to guide customer
suitability and product design.
In addition to compliance with all local
legislation, including the National
Consumer Credit Protection Act and
Code of Banking Practice in Australia,
ING DIRECT ensures customer suitability
through a range of policies, principles

and procedures. Every employee is
bound by, and goes through mandatory
induction and training on, ING’s global
Business Principles and ING DIRECT’s
internal compliance program on topics
such as anti-money laundering, antibribery, conflict of interest, fraud and
financial advice.
Compliance is monitored by our Risk
Management, Human Resources and
Audit departments through management
key performance indicators that are
reported to our executive committee.
Specific information, credit and product
guides and a link to the Australian
Banking Code of Practice can be found
at our website.

ING strives to meet
customers’ needs
ING offers fair value
to customers

ING
explains the risks,
returns and costs of our
products & services
ING assesses products,
services and sales practices
on a regular basis
ING works only with
professional and licensed
distributors

We act with integrity: showing fair,
honest and lawful behaviour so we
continue to earn our stakeholders’ trust
We are open and clear: saying what
we mean, meaning what we say and
listening carefully
We respect each other: we value
diverse thinking and respect
human rights
We are socially and environmentally
responsible: we will do no harm and
seek positive change through our
products, people and activities

In 2012, ING DIRECT launched our latest brand campaign:
‘Spend Your Life Well’. The essence of the brand, ‘enabling a life
well spent’, reflects what our customers have told us they want –
more control and a better, easier way to bank.
The new brand is part of our evolution from being known as an
‘online savings bank’ to a more full service bank that provides
solutions for the whole of our customers lives.
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“For me, financial
wellbeing is all about
creating the confidence
that you can afford an
adequate lifestyle in
the future.”

Consider for a moment the term ‘financial
wellbeing’, and what springs to mind – the
ability to make good financial choices?
Being able to fund your lifestyle? Lack of
financial stress? Often, we equate it very
simply to how much money we have.
For me, financial wellbeing is all about
creating the confidence that you can
afford an adequate lifestyle in the future.
Of course, “adequate” is a relative
concept, a function of its individual,
its society and point in time.
However you like to define it, it’s
encouraging to see that Australians’
comfort levels with their personal finances
are at their highest, and two growing
and positive trends are emerging.

wellbeing is more about the level of
control they feel they have over their
finances, rather than the level of savings
they have. Thinking of financial wellbeing
in terms of control really resonates with
me. It’s about being empowered to
manage your financial situation, whatever
it may look like, and being able to adapt
if that situation changes.
I also believe that the banking industry
has its part to play in giving control back
to customers. There’s nothing more
off-putting than being faced with clunky
processes, struggling to interpret financial
jargon or feeling overwhelmed with
complexities, wouldn’t you agree? It’s all
about keeping things simple for customers
– simple products, straightforward

“…it’s about being empowered to
manage your financial situation…”
Firstly, households are focused on paying
down debt. Almost half of mortgages
repayments are being paid ahead of time,
and credit card balances are at an all-time
low. In fact, six in ten pay off the entire
balance each month.
And secondly, Australians have been on a
savings journey, and it shows in the results.
The median level of household savings
towards the end of 212 was $9,735, up
from $7,812 the year prior.
But even though financial wellbeing is
at a high, it’s concerning that one in ten
Australians are very uncomfortable with
their level of credit card debt, and almost
two in ten have no savings at all.
So how do we change that? I think there
are a number of things that can be done
– making it easier for Australians to take
control of their finances is one of them.
I was intrigued to come across some
insights from the Fair Banking Foundation
which found an individual’s financial

terminology and easy processes.
But the real opportunity I see here is to
start the education process early by giving
young people the knowledge and tools to
make good financial decisions, inspiring
them to have a goal and make a plan to
reach it. Who do you think is responsible
for educating kids about money, teachers
or parents? It’s a good question. I believe
that as with education in general, it’s the
role of not only teachers or parents, but
government, industry, non-governmental
organisations and professional bodies.
In other words, society in general has a
role to play in teaching financial literacy.
Fostering this sense of financial
empowerment is something I strongly
believe in. I’m convinced that forming
sound financial habits early on are a solid
foundation for making your money work
for you in the future.

Vaughn Richtor,
CEO, ING DIRECT Australia
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We recognise that our people are essential to ING DIRECT’s success,
and are committed to attracting, engaging and retaining the most
talented employees.

I would gladly
refer a good
friend or family
member to
work at ING
DIRECT: 77%*

My company
is committed
to improving
the customer
experience:
92%*

Helping new employees get started, providing them with the tools they
need to be successful and creating a work environment that supports their
wellbeing are just some of the steps we take to be a great place to work.
We foster an environment where our employees can take ownership and
make a difference. We encourage them to perform, learn, grow and give
back to society.

ING DIRECT’s culture is both
our foundation and our support
system. It’s what brings us together
and sets us apart. At ING DIRECT
we believe in transparency - being
open, honest and direct with all our
customers and employees alike.
Our workplace engagement
survey is our annual pulse check
on how employees feel about
working at ING DIRECT. In 2012
engagement increased slightly
by 1%*. This was influenced by us
establishing clearer links between
the organisational strategy and
individual target setting, and a
continued focus on individual
development.
The strongest result in the survey
was ING DIRECT’s focus on
customer excellence. Employees
feel ING DIRECT is very committed
to improving the customer

experience and believe they have
flexibility in their job to do what
is necessary to provide good
service. Other strong results were
around leadership and strategy
- employees understand how
their work contributes to the
achievement of ING DIRECT’s
objectives and they have trust and
confidence in our senior leaders.
There is a perception that there
could be improvements in
efficiency in some work processes.
2013 will see us continue to focus
on doing things differently and
maintaining our strong customer
centric culture.
*In 2013, ING DIRECT will use a
new sustainable engagement score
to align with ING globally. The new
scale will increase our 2016 target
to 85%. Under this scale our current
engagement is at 78%.

* ING DIRECT’s
Winning Performance
and Culture Survey 2012

Exclusive concert with Guy Sebastian
Winter wonderland Christmas party
Mid-year celebration called Wow - a host
of activities from wine tasting and cupcake
making to DJing and laughing yoga.
Our internal recognition scheme rewards
employees with a luxury experience
Employees also get a range of other
incentives such as discount gym
membership, flu vaccinations and
subsidised salary continuance insurance.
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Career development at ING DIRECT is about putting our
employees in the driver’s seat – providing them with the
tools to perform, learn, grow and take control of their career.
All our staff receive performance reviews bi-annually, which
looks at key performance indicators, development plans and
our cultural values.

we piloted a new mid-level leaders program with 20 mid-level
managers, receiving strong positive feedback from participants.
At the early leadership and team member levels, many
participants in our two qualification programs were successful
in making internal career moves - Certificate IV in Banking
Services (24%) and Diploma of Management (27%).

In 2012, the equivalent of 2.39% of our gross salary
expenditure was spent on training (above the ING Group
standard of 2.2%). A key focus for learning and development
in 2012 was on customer excellence, as demonstrated by 241
employees completing training in this area. We also delivered
a superannuation training program to support the launch of
our new product Living Super.

An important part of our employees’ development is enabling
people to make a difference – whether at work or in the
community. In addition to our training programs, we offer a
variety of professional development opportunities through
our community partnerships and skilled volunteering. Our
community partners also participated in a number of our
internal training programs to enhance their own capacity.

To support accountability and leadership at ING DIRECT,

See the community section for information on our programs.

employees
completed Customer
Excellence training
increase in the number
of mid-level and senior
leaders who participated
in development

employees
completed the
new mid-level
leaders program

of employees
feel that they are
supported by their
manager in their
development

of employees receive
biannual performance
and career
development reviews
of vacant positions
were filled internally
15
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Diversity is important to ING DIRECT. We believe the
composition of our workforce must be reflective of
society, and bring diverse talents, beliefs and perceptions
to the workplace. At ING DIRECT, diversity is mainly
about encouraging growth and innovation by harnessing
our people’s collective wisdom, talent and intuition.
ING DIRECT has been working for years to create an
inclusive culture. We have achieved a great deal so far
through our policies, but there is so much more to
do – and it’s the responsibility not just of ING DIRECT,
but of every employee.
Last year, ING DIRECT devised a diversity approach for
the business, starting by defining diversity and gathering
baseline data. We have chosen to follow the Diversity
Council of Australia’s definition of diversity that includes
gender, cultural diversity, disability, Indigenous, worklife
flexibility, generational/mature age, multi-faith and
sexual orientation.

Executive Committee

Diversity scored highly in our Great Place to Work Survey,
giving a positive indication of the current inclusiveness
of our culture. 2013 will see us launch our diversity
strategy internally.

Overall

Managers

122

Team Leaders

55

Team Members

812

Total Employees

997

*Figures are inclusive of all permanent employees (full-time, part-time, parental leave
and career break). Permanent employee numbers without career break and parental
leave employees equals 970. Full-time equivalent figure for 2012 is 955.

Overall

52%
48%

Board 33.3%

Board

66.7%

Executive 25%
Committee 75%

Executive
Committee

31%

Managers

45%

Team Leaders

56%

Team Members

Managers 69%
Team Leaders 55%
Team Members

44%

Female
Male

8

29%
59%
12%
0%
0%
100%
0%
37.5%
62.5%
3.3%
84.4%
12.3%
7.3%
74.5%
18.2%
34.4%
54.3%
11.3%

N.B. ING Direct does not distinguish our employees by
minority group due to local anti-discrimination legislation.

of employees feel
people are treated
fairly regardless of
their age.*

Sustainability report 2012

of employees feel
people are treated
fairly regardless of their
race or ethnicity.*

of employees feel
people are treated
fairly regardless of
their sex.*

Under 30
30–50
Over 50

of employees feel
people are treated
fairly regardless of their
sexual orientation.*

*Great place to Work Survey 2012
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In today’s competitive marketplace, it’s
becoming more apparent that happy,
motivated and engaged employees are
the key to an organisation’s success.
I believe that highly engaged staff have
a clearer understanding of what their
customers truly value, and provide a more
positive customer experience.
It stands to reason that businesses with
highly engaged employees are more
productive and profitable; they also have a
significantly lower staff turnover and find it
easier to attract new talent. It’s no surprise
then that an annual staff engagement
survey is often the first tool an employer
relies on to measure how they’re tracking.

look like and what you need to do to
excel in the organisation!
What’s on offer? Be absolutely clear
what you can offer employees (career
development, training, recognition),
but also what employees can offer the
organisation (drive and skills to meet our
business goals). Strive to connect these
two elements to achieve the best outcome
for the business and individual.
Create alignment: Last but not least, Top
Employers have the right tools, support
and knowledge available to ensure that
people processes are aligned with the
overall strategy of the organisation. The
people agenda should be an important

“In today’s competitive marketplace, it’s becoming
more apparent that happy, motivated and engaged
employees are the key to an organisation’s success.”
Rob Hendriks,
Human Resources Director

Whilst I believe engagement results are
important, and remain a critical indicator
of staff motivation levels, I’d emphasise
a slightly broader and more holistic
approach to determining how ‘employee
friendly’ you are or, as we refer to it in HR,
whether you’re a ‘Top Employer.’

topic in every leadership meeting and it
should be clear that people are essential
to what we are trying to achieve.

The right leadership: Take a look at
the quality, style and commitment of
leadership within the organisation.
Do your leaders walk the talk and treat
their people as their key assets?

In the short term, the pressure on
business performance couldn’t be more
intense than it is today, and for a business
to succeed it is imperative that staff are
engaged. The real challenge is to
embed good people practices every day
and measure your efforts and output
using more than just an annual
engagement survey.

Make a connection: Make a clear
connection between company strategy
and individual contribution. It’s important
to show how teams and individuals add
value to business success and how this
benefits our customers. Top employers
find in their staff proud ambassadors who
are passionate advocates, sharing
common values.

I believe becoming a Top Employer is vital
for business success and should be a key
element of every business strategy. Only
if you are successful in embedding these
good practices in your systems, processes,
symbols and everyday leadership, will you
be able to stand out and sustain business
performance – not only today but also for
the future.

Set goals and recognise success:
Set ambitious and concrete goals and
recognise and reward employees fairly.
People need to know what success will

Rob Hendriks,
Human Resources Director
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ING DIRECT may be renowned for being orange, but
we definitely strive to be as green as possible. In fact,
we aspire to be Australia’s most environmentally
responsible bank. Not only is it is the right thing to do,
it is expected of us by our customers, employees and the
broader community. We’ve also realised that becoming
more environmentally responsible leads to greater
operational efficiencies.
We actively manage our environmental footprint. We have
representatives from different areas of the business, such as
facilities, IT and operations, who make up our Green Hub.
The Green Hub strategically looks at how we can reduce our
carbon emissions and improve our environmental footprint.
Our internal green champions, the Green Lions, assist with
raising environmental awareness at the bank.
As an online bank, we‘re lucky in that we don’t have to
manage the large environmental footprint created by having
many branches. However, we do operate in a world that is
hungry for communication, IT and data storage, all of which
have an environmental impact, but are necessary to maintain
our focus on customer excellence.

Our Targets:
by
2015

Paper
We have made fantastic strides in reducing our paper usage,
through internal campaigns with staff and enabling online
functionality of various internal processes. Last year, we
reduced our usage by at least 26% on 2010 figures - almost
meeting our 2015 target of a 30% reduction. In 2013 we will
roll-out a new swipe-to-print system to more efficiently manage
internal printing and photocopying after achieving extremely
promising results in our pilot towards the end of 2012.

r eduction in internal
paper usage since 2010
We have also made efforts to reduce the impact of our
external marketing collateral with a commitment to use
materials from sustainably managed forests with a minimum of
Forest Stewardship Council certification. In 2012 26,312 ING
DIRECT customers to made the switch from paper statements
to e-statements.

customers switched to
e-statements in 2012

Energy
Although our carbon emissions are
offset by ING Group globally, we feel
that it is our responsibility to reduce our
local emissions as much as we can. We
have made a commitment to reduce
our energy usage by 15% by 2015, an
ambitious target but one that we are
striving for. We have seen a 2% reduction
so far, however the demands of our
data centres in particular are proving to
be a big challenge. Therefore, energy
reduction will continue to be a major
focus in 2013.

We hope to gain some benefits through
the optimisation of our data centre
infrastructure. In 2013 we will set a
ceiling target for kilowatt usage and our
purchasing and design of IT equipment
will adhere to meeting that target. We
also expect to see benefits in 2013
from the optimisation of our PC and
laptop power usage in 2012 as part of
a Windows 7 roll out. Older machines
were replaced with newer more efficient
machines and the entire computer
fleet was reconfigured to be more
environmentally efficient.

*Since 2010
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What is a company’s emissions scope?
Any true measure of a company’s total emissions must take into
account both direct and indirect emissions. Direct emissions are
those that are produced by a source controlled by the company.
Indirect emissions are those that result from a company activity,
but are produced by a source external to the company. Within
indirect emissions, two categories are differentiated: emissions
from purchased electricity and all others.
Therefore, a company’s emissions are classified into three scopes:
• Scope 1: direct emissions
• Scope 2: indirect emissions from the purchase of electricity
• Scope 3: all the other indirect emissions
2012

Emissions (tonne Co2-e)

Scope 1

12.51

Scope 2

3,181.08

Scope 3

2,659.03

Total

2012
Waste

Electricity

Refrigerants

Vehicle Travel

Air Travel

5,852.62

Emission Type
(tonne Co2-e)

Paper

18.13

Tuggerah Waste

60.13

Head Office Electricity

1,968.28

Tuggerah Electricity

1,863.47

Data Centre Electricity

1,462.00

Head Office Refrigerants

21.42

Tuggerah Refrigerants

28.18

Company Owned Vehicles

12.51

Taxis - Cabcharge

24.13

Air Travel Domestic

98.33

Office Paper

Total

We also launched a new environmental volunteering
program that enable staff to get out of the office to
volunteer their time to various environmental projects
including cleaning up Sydney Harbour while paddling on
kayaks and contributing to bush regeneration of our national
parks to protect biodiversity.

Emissions
(tonne Co2-e)

Head Office Waste

Air Travel International

True change involves engaging our employees in our efforts
and encouraging action at an individual level. Our internal
green champions, the Green Lions, are responsible for raising
the environmental awareness of the bank and engaging
employees in environmental initiatives. Last year the Green
Lions coordinated a range of activities such as organising for
ING Direct to participate in Earth Hour, increasing the use
of reusable coffee mugs and Ride to Work day.

261.02
35.00
5,852.62
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ING DIRECT is committed to making
a positive and meaningful difference
in the community. We believe that
there are great opportunities to create
positive social change by partnering
with innovative organisations that
share our values and help young
people to realise their potential.
In 2012, ING DIRECT contributed
$979,364 in value to the community
through ING Foundation grants, ING
DIRECT business contributions (including
in-kind contributions and management
costs) and volunteer time. In addition,
$65,866 was donated by staff to ING
Foundation community partners and
emergency appeals through workplace
giving and fundraising.
ING DIRECT provides multi-layered
support to its four major community
partners. Financial support is provided
through grants, staff fundraising,
workplace giving and events, volunteer
support through people-power and

business expertise for social impact, as
well as in-kind goods and services such
as providing professional development
opportunities to our partners’
employees, hosting partners’ events
and use of our facilities.
In addition to our major partnerships,
we award community grants of up to
$25,000 to non-profit organisations
that focus on innovative programs
to help young people to realise their
potential. ING DIRECT employees are
engaged in the grant program through
their participation in the development
of selection criteria and voting for
their favourite short-listed candidates.
Our community activities supported
by the ING Foundation are guided by
an internal steering committee and
governed by a Board of Trustees. Our
employees vote on our Community
Impact grants. Our 2012 recipients were
Camp Kookaburra, Batyr Australia, and
the Starlight Children’s Foundation.

Community investment:
(6% increase*)
Employee donations:
(71% increase*)
Total volunteers:
(52% increase*)
Volunteer hours:
(22% increase*)
*increase since the 2011 reporting period.

Our employees volunteer as a
team for a full or half day to assist
community organisations in Sydney or
the Central Coast. Activities vary from
supporting community connectedness
through cooking up a storm at a BBQ
or renovating a garden for those in
need, to helping to make learning
resources for kids with disabilities.
For those interested in our beautiful
natural environment we also offer the
ability to assist Landcare Australia and
National Parks and Wildlife through
bush regeneration.
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ING DIRECT through the ING Foundation has major partnerships with the
following organisations:
Cerebral Palsy Alliance –
ING DIRECT’s support of Ignition
Mentoring and Conductive Education
continues to build on our solid foundation
of social innovation to improve the lives of
young people with Cerebral Palsy.
With ING DIRECT’s support over the
last 12 years, Conductive Education (CE)
provides an innovative multi-disciplinary
approach to help children and young
people with cerebral palsy and other
conditions establish control of movement
to help them lead a more active and
independent life. It targets development
in a holistic way to help the children’s
physical, cognitive, social skills and
emotional wellbeing. Each week, CE
Coordinators assist more than 60 children
to perform everyday tasks many of us take
for granted (for example, tying shoelaces,
holding and grasping objects). In the time
ING has supported this program, more
than 400 children and their families have
benefitted– with many lives transformed.
Ignition is an award winning mentoring
program where teenagers with cerebral
palsy are matched with a volunteer

School for Social Entrepreneurs
(SSE) – In the creation of a new strategic
partnership, ING DIRECT and the School
for Social Entrepreneurs had an exciting
opportunity to incubate and accelerate
social innovation in Australia. SSE builds
the professional and personal capacity
of social entrepreneurs, the individuals
responsible for creating and driving social
innovation, helping them to realise their
potential to pioneer real and tangible
change throughout society and in their
communities. The ventures are powerful
and impactful and often address the
causes of social problems, not merely
their symptoms. The projects have a
ripple effect that results in widespread
social action and co-operation within the
community.
ING DIRECT’s partnership with SSE aims
to build the capacity of young social
entrepreneurs, help support them to
make their projects/businesses more
sustainable and high impact, and in turn
have a significant and long lasting social
and community benefit.

adult mentor from ING DIRECT. Ignition
Mentoring innovates by giving 1417 year-olds with cerebral palsy the
opportunity to develop social confidence
and independence. It aims to facilitate a
meaningful friendship between the young
person and the mentor, giving them
space and time to talk one-on-one about
issues that matter, as well as providing
an environment for fun and informal
interaction.

“For over a decade, Cerebral Palsy Alliance’s partnership
with ING DIRECT has delivered measurable life changing
outcomes for young people with disabilities...”
“For over a decade, Cerebral Palsy
Alliance’s partnership with ING
DIRECT has delivered measurable
life changing outcomes for young
people with disabilities. The success
of the partnership is the result of ING
DIRECT’s willingness to embrace and
support innovative mentoring and
educational programs that build life skills,
independence and confidence in young
people with cerebral palsy.

Combining grass roots staff led
volunteering with targeted financial
support, our successful and mutually
beneficial partnership is testament to
ING DIRECT’s unwavering commitment
to sharing our organisation’s mission of
building futures for people with cerebral
palsy and their families.” Rob White,
CEO, Cerebral Palsy Alliance.
www.cerebralpalsy.org.au

“The ventures are powerful and impactful and often address
the causes of social problems, not merely their symptoms...”
“ING DIRECT’s support towards our
National Incubator Program in 2012
enabled us to develop the skills,
confidence and networks of close to 30
emerging social entrepreneurs across
Australia with enterprises ranging from
a sleepwear brand that invests its profits
in homelessness initiatives to fair trade
fashion brands which support women

in developing countries. We are excited
about the next phase of our collaboration
in 2013 with ING DIRECT employees
involved in our Accelerator Program to
support our entrepreneurs as business
professionals and mentors.” Celia
Hodson, Chief Executive, SSE Australia.
www.sse.org.au
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United Way: Since 2007, ING DIRECT
has worked in partnership with United
Way to deepen our collective impact
in the community. United Way play a
critical role in mobilising not for profits,
businesses and government agencies to
form coalitions that create effective and
long-term change.
Almost one third of unemployed
people are aged between 15 and 24.
ING DIRECT supports United Way

Over the past five years we have managed
to achieve some meaningful social impact
by supporting young people in some
of our most vulnerable communities.
The breadth and depth of the activity
throughout all levels of the organisation is
fantastic!
ING DIRECT leaders are driving some
of our most innovative work. Through
United Way, senior management staff
are collaborating with community

“As well as support from the very top, over the last year 200
ING DIRECT staff have volunteered a combined total of over
1000 hours...”
to help create financial stability and
independence for young people.
Together we work directly with
disadvantaged schools to help students
find pathways to learning or earning. We
look to support students that otherwise
are at risk of disengaging from and
leaving school before graduating, giving
them less of a chance to gain meaningful
employment, access decent housing, raise
families and earn a regular income.
“Since 2007 United Way has been
delighted to partner with ING DIRECT.

leaders, educators and government
representatives to share their learnings
and expertise. A great example of this is
the work Anne Myers is doing through
chairing a cross-section coalition which
focuses on supporting our young
Australians make the transition to earning
or learning.
As well as support from the very top,
over the last year 200 ING DIRECT staff
have volunteered a combined total of
over 1000 hours. Either in mentoring
Year 10 students at James Meehan and

South Sydney High Schools or rolling
up their sleeves to support projects in
Glebe, Claymore, Marrickville, and the
Central Coast - whatever they do, the
United Way team always come back to the
office buzzing with stories about the ING
DIRECT volunteers and the effort they put
in. Thanks so much for all your support
and we can’t wait to build on this great
partnership in 2013.” Doug Taylor, CEO,
United Way.
www.unitedway.com.au

National Centre of Indigenous
Excellence – The National Centre
of Indigenous Excellence focuses
on cultivating talent and creating
opportunities to develop brighter futures
for young Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Australians. The NCIE champions
the many definitions of “excellence”
and aims to showcase success as a part
of everyday life in Australia. By working
with young Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Australians to realise and achieve
their dreams, they turn the deficit
language of disadvantage on its head.
ING DIRECT not only supports social
innovation and opportunities for young
Indigenous Australians, it has become
one of the inaugural NCIE partners
supporting a unique organisation that
is widely regarded as one of the most
important and positive initiatives in
Australia aimed at closing the gap and
reconciliation.
In 2012 ING DIRECT worked with the
NCIE on a number of initiatives, such as
the Aspiration Initiative and the Lifelong
Literacy pipeline, to support educational
outcomes for young Indigenous
Australians.

“Our 2012 partnership with ING DIRECT
provides an opportunity for us to trial new
initiatives, as well supporting an innovative,
collaborative partnership model that is
having already significant positive literacy
outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander young people both locally in
Redfern and across the country.
The NCIE’s Life Long Literacy Pipeline is a
best-practice, innovative literacy program
that significantly improves the literacy

competency of Indigenous children. ING
DIRECT’s support allows the NCIE to
grow the impact of this initiative, impact
that, along with the other activities of
the NCIE, KPMG has conservatively
estimated a social return on investment of
4.7:1. For every $1 invested in our social
enterprise, we produce $4.70 worth of
socio-economic value.“ Carla McGrath,
Sustainability Manager, NCIE.
www.ncie.org.au
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A major focus of our Community Impact program is
engaging our employees to create shared value through
volunteering. Shared value means that not only are they able
to make a difference in the community, but most of
our staff report improved skills or benefits that influence
their productivity in the workplace - from getting to know
their team better to developing their leadership skills.
Creating shared value means that our volunteering program
becomes more sustainable and creates a deeper, longer
lasting impact. We see it as a win for all involved.
Our program provides a variety of ways for people to engage
in the community depending on their skills and preference.
Volunteering days managed through our community
partners United Way and the Cerebral Palsy Alliance provide
opportunities to work as a team whilst our STEP Volunteering
program supports our employees to use their skills, talent,
experience and passion for community benefit for a deeper
longer term experience.

To encourage all ING DIRECT employees to participate, every
employee is entitled to at least one Impact Leave Day per year
to volunteer. The popularity of this program is growing and
in 2012 our employees contributed over 3,300 hours in the
community, an increase of 22% from 2011.

Raising funds for those in need
In addition to giving their time, ING
DIRECT staff raise much-needed funds to
support our partners throughout the year.
In 2012, ING DIRECT was the highest
corporate fundraiser globally for Cerebral
Palsy Alliance’s September campaign.
ING DIRECT staff raised over $60,000
for people with Cerebral Palsy, half of
which was matched by ING DIRECT. ING
DIRECT employee, Guyren Frame from
Commercial Property Finance, was the
top individual fundraiser.

STEP volunteering The Community Impact STEP program is an opportunity for staff to use their Skills,
Talent, Experience and Passion to make a positive and meaningful difference in the
community. Business skills are put to use to build the capacity of our community
partners to deliver their programs and/or to add value to those programs directly.
Our staff develop their creative thinking, problem solving, mentoring, coaching
and leadership capabilities as they apply their skills and expertise in a non-business
setting. As such, the program is supported and encouraged by ING DIRECT as a
form of professional development.
PROvolunteering: In partnership with
United Way and the Beacon Foundation,
PROvolunteering is a year-long,
structured volunteering program that
provides employees with the opportunity
to use their soft skills to make a
meaningful impact in some of Sydney’s
most disadvantaged schools. Volunteers
take part in several student mentoring
workshops throughout the year designed
to empower students to make positive
choices about their future, such as mock
interviews and intensive programs to
build team skills.

Other staff fundraising campaigns
included a United Way’s Christmas gift
drive to assist struggling families at
Christmas raising $1,825 in donations
and $5,700 worth of gifts for
disadvantaged children.
Workplace giving (donations made
through payroll deductions) also
provided much needed funds for our
major community partners, UNICEF and
the World Wildlife Fund, with every dollar
matched by ING DIRECT.

Partners for Impact: Partners for impact
through United Way aims to build the
capacity of community organisations
by matching senior executive mentors
from ING DIRECT with employees in the
non-profit sector. Not only do non-profit
managers benefit from this mentoring
support, but ING DIRECT volunteer
mentors are provided with a different
perspective on the application of their
skills and expertise and can often be
challenged to think more creatively
as a result.
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Anne Myers chairs a forum of
representatives from business,
government and the non-profit
community. Facilitated by United Way
Australia, the forum encourages
students to stay in school and transition
into further education or the workforce.
What happens when you challenge four
school Principals, six senior executives
and two Department of Education
representatives to increase the number
of students who finish high school and
then transition into further education or
employment? As one of a number of key
people keen to rise to the challenge, in
2012 we formed a coalition of volunteers
to get the ball rolling.

Anne Myers, Chief Operating Officer

The facts are that kids from
disadvantaged backgrounds are much
less likely to complete their HSC and
only 43% continue into higher education.
Around 20% will enter the job market,
but an astounding 1 in 3 will leave school
without any career prospects.

One of the early benefits of forming
our group has been to facilitate a
network for the four Principals to share
ideas on what has and hasn’t worked,
to get the best possible programmes
running in each of their schools. Our
volunteers have engaged with some of
the schools through United Way. Students
have benefitted from participating
in mentoring and coaching sessions
–increasing confidence through, for
example, practical interview situations
and a ‘social skills’ program.
In 2013, we’ll be embedding these
initiatives further, as well as supporting
teachers’ business acumen to better
support career planning, and to enable
better ways for schools to connect with
businesses. Although we’ve started
working with four schools, we’re aiming to
increase this to 15 over the next 5 years,
which will go some way towards helping
us achieve our goals of increasing student
retention in employment or education to
90% in 2020.

“Our volunteers have engaged with some of the
schools through United Way. Students have
benefitted from participating in mentoring
and coaching sessions –increasing confidence...”
So why did we decide to form this action
group? As you might expect, this problem
is already being tackled from all sorts of
angles by the Department of Education
and various not-for-profits – the challenge
is not that there is nothing happening in
this area, it’s more that there are so many
activities, but they lack cohesion and
integration. We’ve also found that the
four schools we’ve started working with,
all in areas of great need, have highly
motivated Principals running an incredible
range of programmes to try to address
this issue.
What’s missing, and where we fit in,
is to take on a role to optimise what is
happening, to establish a more
cohesive approach and to make sure
that the initiatives actually address the
underlying problems.

This has been a fantastic forum to share
different perspectives into ways we can
improve on what is currently happening
– from the Principals and representatives
of the Department of Education being
able to give us insight into their current
challenges, to the not-for-profits who have
worked in this area for decades, to the
corporate members who continually ask
the question ‘why can’t we do that’ and
bring some planning and co-ordination to
the initiative. It’s early days, but receiving
feedback from the students participating
in the program about how they’ve
decided to stay in school, is a positive
indicator that we’re making progress.

Anne Myers,
Chief Operating Officer
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No joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities,
outsourced operations or other entities are
reported on as they either do not exist or are
not material to ING DIRECT
As this is our first GRI reporting year – there are
no restatements required at this time.
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4. Governance, Commitments and Engagement
4.1

Governance structure of ING DIRECT

Full

Annual Report 2012, page 8

4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest
governance body is also an executive officer.

Full

The Chairman is a Non-Executive Director.

4.3

For organisations that have a unitary board
structure, state the number and gender of
members of the highest governance body that
are independent and/or non-executive members.

Full

To maintain Director independence and
objectivity a majority of Directors are not
Executives of the Bank.

4.4

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees
to provide recommendations or direction to the
highest governance body.

Full

Annual Report 2012, page 8-9

4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the
organisation.

Full

Page 5

4.15

Basis for identification and selection of
stakeholders with whom to engage.

Full

Pages 5

External Directors are appointed for an initial
term of four years.

Performance Indicators
Product and Service Impact

Product Portfolio

FS5

Interactions with clients/investees/
business partners regarding
environmental and social risks and
opportunities

Full

Pages 10-12 & 20-24

EC1

Direct economic value generated
and distributed, including revenues,
operating costs, employee
compensation, donations and other
community investments, retained
earnings, and payments to capital
providers and governments

Full

Pages 6 & 20

Total direct and indirect greenhouse
gas emissions by weight

Full

Page 19

Other relevant indirect greenhouse
gas emissions by weight

Full

Page 19

Economic

Economic
Performance

Environmental
Energy

Emissions, effluents
and waste

EN16
EN17

Social: Labour Practices and Decent Work
LA1

Total workforce by employment type,
contract and region

Partial

Page 16

LA3

Benefits provided to full time
employees that are not provided to
temporary or part-time employees

Partial

Page 14
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Performance Indicators
Social: Labour Practices and Decent Work

Labour/
management
relations

Diversity and equal
opportunity

LA5

Full

LA11

Programs for skills management and
lifelong learning that support the
continued employability of
employees and assist them in
managing career endings.

Partial

Page 15

LA12

Percentage of employees receiving
regular performance and career
development reviews

Full

Page 15

LA13

Composition of governance bodies
and breakdown of employees per
employee category according to
gender, age group, minority group
membership, and other indicators
of diversity.

Partial

Page 16

Practices related to customer
satisfaction, including results
of surveys measuring customer
satisfaction.

Full

Page 9

FS15

Policies for the fair design and sale
of financial products and services.

Full

FS16

Initiatives to enhance financial literacy
by type of beneficiary.

Full

PR5
Product and service
labelling

Customer privacy

Minimum notice period(s) regarding
significant operational changes,
including whether it is specified in
collective agreements.

ING Bank (Australia) Limited Enterprise
Agreement 2011 covers in detail the
organisation’s obligations around the
requirement to consult with employees around
major workplace change – there is no specific
number of weeks noted . Instead the approach
is that after a “definite decision” has been
made we must consult with employees and
their representatives within a reasonable
period after the decision is made.

PR8

Total number of substantiated
complaints regarding breaches
of customer privacy and losses
of customer data.

Full

Page 12

Page 11
There were no disputes received via the
Financial Ombudsman Service where a breach
of customer privacy was reported and no
substantiated complaints were received from
regulatory bodies concerning breaches of
customer privacy and no thefts, leaks or losses
of customer data recorded.
View our privacy policy

ING DIRECT is a division of ING Bank (Australia) Limited ABN 24 000 893 292 AFSL 229823, Australian Credit Licence 229823. ING DIRECT Living
Super (which is part of the ING DIRECT Superannuation Fund ABN 13 355 603 448) is issued by The Trust Company (Superannuation) Limited ABN
49 006 421 638, AFSL 23515. You should consider the relevant Product Disclosure Statement, Terms and Conditions and the Financial Services Guide
available at ingdirect.com.au when deciding whether to acquire, or to continue to hold, a product. The source for the statement ‘The first Balanced
fund available to all Australians with no admin or management fees’ is SuperRatings Fee Research April 2012. This research included information
about the default options of 372 currently available and closed superannuation funds. The accuracy of the information relied on by SuperRatings was
the responsibility of the trustees of the relevant superannuation funds. Buy/Sell spreads and other incidental transaction costs apply to all managed
investment options, including the Balanced fund. Investment managers may change which may affect fees.
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